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Arabah
April 19th 1935

Dear Mother 

          I am sending you a picture of 
what Palestine looks like from the air. 
I have written to reserve a seat in the 
areoplanesic on April 29th Starkey has 
written to say he will meet me at 
Gaza areo-dromesic & take me to their 
camp which is somewhere in that 
locality, & I can go on to Jerusalem 
by car later, does’ntsic it all sound 
thrilling & exciting. 

          The best book I can think 
of for the young Omdah is “Sherlock 
Holmes” the stories are in good English 
& not full of slang terms like the more 
modern detective novels, & the problems 
presented & the way they are solved would 
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be appreciated by the Oriental mind 
& they are exciting enough to keep 
him interested, & I think fairly easy 
to understand. Of course judged 
by modern detective novels they are 
rather tame, but to any one 
new to that type of litteraturesic

I think they should prove enthralling. 
the only thing against against it is 
that he might think England was 
full of criminals – however we may 
think of something better. I want to 
send something that he will enjoy 
reading. something well written & not 
too high-brow. 

          I am still writing the history 
of my visit to the Oasisessic during my 
lessons, I find it an excellent plan, 
& I am discovering there are several 
different ways of using words that I know 
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for instance the word house can be 
used as a x[?] verb here is an example 
“I visited the Omdah of Gedida and 
housed there two nights. 

          In repeating the sentence to my school 
master I used the Arabic for slept. 
ie. “I slept there two nights.” this did 
not satisfy him, I might have slept 
any where. in a chair or on the floor 
but to be housed for the night 
means I was provided with all the 
proper furniture for sleeping in a 
house. isntsic it really more sensible 
than our way 

          Another word I know is to pierce a thing 
or make a hole in it, 

          I had made a long clumbs/<s>y sentence 
about the village having a lot of 
narrow streets, the sheikh expressed 
it thus. I visited the village, I found 
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it pierced by narrow streets in all 
directions.” it describes it exactly, 
but I should never have thought of 
employing that word for anything 
but piercing paper or wood etc. 

          Dr Junker finished the collating & 
returned to Cairo Wednesday night, 
& this morning Otto left. so Amice 
& I are on our own again, Amice 
is very relieved to have got rid of 
her responsibilities for this season. 
she has had a very worrying time 

          Lots of love to you both 
          Your affectionate daughter  
          Myrtle. 
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